The new Smithco Star Command System is about to change everything. And that includes lowering your annual chemical costs by up to 30%. When’s the last time you bought a product with a return-on-investment like this?

“The best purchase I ever made!
The Smithco Star Command Spray System saved me 30% in chemical costs.”

– Robert Main, CGCS
Colonial Country Club,
Cordova TN

3 integrated modules make the hard-to-believe happen.

- Speed no longer matters. Spray from 2 to 10 mph.
- Never overspray between passes again.
- Save up to 30% on chemicals annually!

The Capstan® SharpShooter® and the Sharp-Shooter Electronic Control AUTOMATICALLY allow an expanded application rate range from 0.4 to 4.0 gallons per 1,000 sq ft... and operating speeds from 2 to 10 mph... at an operator pre-set pressure necessary to control drift and provide coverage as required. All this is done AUTOMATICALLY with no nozzle tip changes.

Never overspray. “AS-APPLIED” MAP of the application is created by the GPS- guided sprayer’s individual nozzles. Save up to 30% of your chemical budget.

Smithco.com
Quali-Pro® Delivers More Value for Your Dollar

Our innovative formulations are University tested with proven results. Designed to help you prevent and eliminate diseases, weeds and pests. We’re making “Basic” even “Better” by creating new and unique products to help keep Golf Courses, Lawns, Landscapes, Nurseries, Greenhouses and other general maintenance areas looking and playing their best. Just what you’d expect from Quali-Pro®, and you Know The Sign®.

Experience more of Quali-Pro® — Visit www.quali-pro.com or call 800-242-5562.
Behind the Curtain

Billy Casper Golf allows us exclusive access to its annual meeting — and shows us how it's trying to change the industry.

BY SETH JONES

COLUMNS
6  Keeping up with The Jones — Seth Jones
16  At the Turn — Mark Woodward
18  From the Back Tees — Joel Jackson
20  Assistant Living — Matt Neff
46  The Turf Doc — Karl Danneberger
47  Clark Talks Turf — Clark Throssell

DEPARTMENTS
8  Starter
12  Golfdom Gallery
14  My Second Office
48  Professional Grade
52  The 19th Hole

SUPER SCIENCE
36  Secure fungicide and dollar spot control
40  Beat the summer heat, plan for snow mold

When in need
For 10 years, the Wee One Foundation has been helping those in trying times.

What’s the next big idea at Spectrum Technologies

Billy Casper Golf allows us exclusive access to its annual meeting — and shows us how it's trying to change the industry.

BY SETH JONES
The last major of the year, the 2013 PGA Championship, is coming to Oak Hill for the third time. And Jeff Corcoran, manager of golf courses and grounds, will be ready, thanks in part to John Deere. “Most importantly, the equipment does what we ask it to do. There’s the peace of mind you get from the removal of the hydraulics from the reels. That, along with the relationships you build with the people in the company, it’s been really important for Oak Hill and it’s been a great partnership.”

So while your course may never host a major, you can have the same performance and support Jeff and his crew experience everyday. Call your local John Deere Golf distributor for a demo today.
Think Pink.

Like clockwork, the color pink flourishes in October as a universal symbol of hope and unity in the fight against breast cancer.

In fact, the folks at Standard Golf are already processing orders for pink flags, flagsticks, cups and tee markers as hundreds of courses around the country prepare for October. But does it really take the fight against breast cancer to recognize and appreciate women on the links? And, why do we wait until the end of the season?

Today, nearly 25 percent of golfers are female. The percentage is increasing. Also, just as a reminder, women drive the country’s economic engine in terms of spending, and millions of them have been impacted by breast cancer one way or another. (If breast cancer hasn’t affected you, count yourself lucky. It’s an awful, insidious disease. That’s why Standard Golf proudly donates a portion of every “Think Pink!” sale item to fight it.)

This year, don’t let the NFL players wearing pink on the first Sunday game in October be your first reminder. Let the women in your life — and on your course — know you not only support the Susan B. Komen Foundation, but also appreciate their active support of your venue. “Think Pink.” It’s not only the right thing, but also the smart thing to do.

Want more information on “Think Pink”? Contact Standard Golf at www.standardgolf.com or call 866-743-9773.
Introducing ‘The Carrier’ by Redexim North America. This three-wheeled power unit is self-propelled and features a 32 HP, rear 540 PTO and hydrostatic drive. The Carrier can be fitted with attachments such as aerators, top dressers, cutters, seeders and artificial turf machines. The Carrier’s large turf tires provide traction and minimize ground compaction. The Redexim Carrier is less money, faster, deeper, wider, and has more options than any unit in the marketplace today.
I saw a headline recently about how dangerous the job of being an embedded journalist is. I chuckled at the thought. Well, sure, it’s dangerous. But those guys chose those jobs. Just like my friend Will, whom I wrote about a few issues ago. He knows the danger of the places he visits, just to take a photo. And then I think of my job. We’re related, you know — the embedded journalist and the editor-in-chief of *Golfdom*? We might not be brothers, but we’re cousins, twice removed.

I’ve even had to do my own kind of embedded journalism, and I’ve been doing it a lot lately. Except I don’t go to Afghanistan, I go to Augusta. I even traveled internationally last month. I know it’s a tough job, but luckily, England has a lot of pubs.

Some of you may think that I risked life and limb doing this month’s cover story on the Billy Casper Golf Annual Meeting. But the only thing I risked was a sunburn, and maybe alienating some staunch anti-management company readers.

The seeds of this story were first planted over the 4th of July weekend in 2011. I was at the John Deere Classic, playing in a golf scramble. My cart partner was Bryan Stromme, BCG’s director of agronomy for the Midwest region (and that day, the only player from my cart to keep a drive in the fairway.)

We started talking about the travel we had done through the year, and that was when Stromme mentioned to me the BCG Annual Meeting. I wasn’t familiar with it, so I asked him for details. The more I learned, the more impressed I was with what he was describing.

By the end of the round, I asked Bryan if he could get me on the invitation list for the meeting. “I’ll look into it,” he told me.

It took a year-and-a-half, but this February, two weeks after the Golf Industry Show in San Diego, I found myself at the BCG meeting in Tampa, Fla.

Once again, I was an embedded journalist. This time I was deep in management company territory. I knew the dangers. But hey, this is my job.

There was some hand-wringing when the idea of me coming to the meeting was proposed to the upper brass at BCG. What did I want to write about? What was I looking to find out? Could I be trusted?

I told them I was on a fact-finding mission. I wanted to learn about the company and specifically about this meeting that was hosting some 150 superintendents from around the country every year, yet I had never heard a thing about it.

Did I get to open every closed door at Billy Casper Golf? Of course not. This is a business, after all, and they have their methods they want to keep private.

Was every source completely forthcoming with me? I’ll tell you that it seemed that everyone answered my questions. Especially Bryan Bielecki, vice president of agronomy for Billy Casper Golf. I asked him some tough questions, and he shot me straight. I think that’s why he’s in the position he’s in today. I could see working for that guy. He’s a leader, and he’s not afraid to make hard decisions.

So I made it out of the BCG Annual Meeting in one piece. No blood was spilled. I even got a putting lesson from Billy Casper himself (World Golf Hall of Fame, class of 1978.) My putter has been hot ever since.

There’s no telling how many courses Billy Casper Golf, and management companies in general, will add to their portfolios in the next few years. But if you find yourself at BCG’s Annual meeting, from what I could see? It’s not such a dangerous job.

Email Jones at: sjones@northcoastmedia.net.
Laying down a whole new standard in topdressing control and precision.

Topdressing is no longer a guessing game. With the new WideSpin™ 1550, you’re in complete control of your topdressing program. You’ll get the application rates you want, when you need them…without leaving the seat.

- **New Patent-Pending Controller** allows you to calculate your rates while also giving you a wider range of rates to choose from. Lock in your favorites using the controller’s four presets.

- **New Hydraulic System and Spinner Design** makes the patented WideSpin technology even more versatile while delivering a consistent, even spread. Go from a new, superlight application to heavy, and everything in between.

- **New Hopper** has 20% greater capacity and the widest opening in the industry—you’ll refill faster and spill a lot less when you do.

Whether you use a tow-behind or truck-mount, see why the WideSpin 1550 is the new standard in topdressing. Give us a call and we’ll arrange for a head-to-head comparison with your current topdresser.

**Call 1-800-679-8201** for a FREE on-site demonstration, or **visit www.turfco.com**
95TH PGA CHAMPIONSHIP
PRACTICALLY PERFECT

CORCORAN AND CREW OVERCOME EARLY CRITICISM
AND EARLY RAIN TO HOST A MEMORABLE MAJOR.

BY SETH JONES // Editor-in-Chief

There were plenty of magical moments at the 95th PGA Championship.

From when the tournament began with a thunderclap to when it ended with champion Jason Dufner’s cheeky butt-pat on his wife, this was one heck of a tournament.

“This golf course, Oak Hill, is just a great major championship venue,” Ian Baker-Finch gushed. Keegan Bradley, winner of the 2011 PGA Championship tweeted, “The PGA of America always sets up an amazing course for a major. They deserve more credit than they get.”

This was a 180 from what Tiger Woods was saying a week earlier. He complained during a press conference that the greens lacked grass, and wondered if they could be sped up in time for the PGA.

Corcoran responded to Woods’ complaints, telling the Rochester, N.Y. Democrat and Chronicle. “That was our game plan going into advance week, have them slow. ...We will be ready for the Championship.” And ready it was, despite the occasional shower.

By Sunday, Corcoran was relieved the whole thing was almost over.

“I feel like a weight has been lifted off my shoulders,” Corcoran said Sunday morning. “I’m going to relax... until I have to start thinking about next week’s clean-up.”

CC of Orlando superintendent Kasey Kauff contributed to this story.

MAGRO COMES ON BOARD AT STEVENS WATER

Carmen Magro has joined Stevens Water Monitoring Systems (Stevens Water) as the company’s vice president of business development and agronomy. Magro brings with him 20 years of agronomy expertise and business leadership.

“His experience with several technology companies to implement self-designed models for stress prediction, irrigation/analysis control and overall plant health is of great value,” said Stevens President Scott South.

A former superintendent, Magro directed the Golf Course Turfgrass Management Program and Turfgrass Research Facilities at Penn State University and served as the university’s turfgrass media relations expert.

His past experience also includes working as the lead agronomist and director of education at Floratine Products Group and as vice president of agronomy with UgMO Technologies.

A SUPER ADVENTURE
SUPER STARTS NEW CHARITY

Brian Peters, regional superintendent for Traditional Golf Properties in North Carolina, recently established a non-profit charity called “Adventurers for Special Needs” (AFSN).

The charity takes adventure sports (mountain climbing, kayaking, etc.) and turns them into charity benefits for children and adults with special needs. Peters’ son, Cameron, was born prematurely at 24 weeks. The premature birth left him with impairments and developmental delays.

Today Cameron is progressing well. Peters created the charity to give back to organizations like Frankie Lemmon School in Raleigh, N.C., which helped Cameron overcome his challenges.

Learn more about the charity at www.adventurers4specialneeds.com.
Joe Schmo now a GCSAA field staffer

BY SETH JONES // Editor-in-Chief

Chase Rogan, former owner of Pure Turf Consulting and also a former reality TV star on Spike Network’s The Joe Schmo Show (“Joe Schmo is a turfie,” February 2013) was hired last month as the GCSAA’s field staffer for the Mid-Atlantic region.

Rogan’s territory will include Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and West Virginia. The GCSAA field staff program is designed to “help chapters utilize GCSAA programs and services to a fuller extent,” according to GCSAA.org.

“I’m excited for the new position, and to work everyday to help advance this profession,” Rogan tells Golfdom. “The GCSAA has a lot to offer its members, and I also hope to help chapters learn about the bounty hunter business. But did his stint chasing crooks and parole violators on TV help prepare him for his gig with GCSAA? “Not really — I don’t see how it could have,” Rogan says. “At best it’s a conversation-starter.”

Rogan holds a bachelor’s degree in turfgrass science and a master’s degree in agronomy, both from Penn State University.

Mike Thurow, President and CEO, Spectrum Technologies

On how the soil moisture meter changed his business. (See full story on page 32).

“In my 40 years in the industry, I’ve never seen adoption of a product such as I have with the TDR (300). It’s because the guys at the USGA and the PGA believed in it. Word travels efficiently in this industry.”

Golfdom.com
Nice cover story on Streamsong. Have heard great things about it from our members who have played there. Looks incredible.

Greg Shaffer @gtshaffer

Seth,
You did it again. Another hot-button issue for my keyboard.

John Wake, always a gentleman, effusively friendly and yet professional. John was one of the remarkably genuine gentlemen I’ve met through my travels and time working with GCSAA.

I was shocked to learn that we lost John so early and did not realize it was 10 years ago (“No better back-pack,” June). John Wake was truly a lovely man, to use a phrase not in common practice since the 19th century, but so appropriate.

I never write to magazines about anything, ever, until now. Two in a row. Who or what will you bring up next month that hits me between the eyes or in the heart?

Thank you for the tribute to John, it is appreciated by anyone who knew him.

Samuel R. Snyder VII
CGCS-Ret.
Shreve, Ohio

I enjoyed your article and story (“Can’t see the forest for the trees,” Karl Danneberger, July) in the latest Golfdom. True how neighborhoods can get bogged down with age and overplanting, too.

Gary Deters @gdeters_turf

A nun rushes into Mother Superior’s office and exclaims that she needs a priest to hear her confession: she had used the lord’s name in vain while playing golf.

Mother Superior has the nun sit and tell her the story. “I was on 18 and I just hit the drive of the day, when a squirrel ran out of the woods and snatched my golf ball.”

Mother Superior asks, “Is that when you used the lord’s name in vain?”

“No,” the nun replies, “then a hawk swooped down and caught the squirrel in his talons and flew off with my ball still in his mouth!”

“Oh my!” Mother Superior shouts, “is that when you used the lord’s name in vain?”

“No, Mother! The hawk flew that squirrel right over the green and the ball dropped from his mouth, on the green, and the ball rolled within 3 feet of the cup!”

To which she immediately replies, “don’t tell me you missed the goddamn putt?”